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This Indigo House Grooves Sampling Package comes as a Construction Kit which compliments the

extraordinary, combining a wide range of House and electronic music genres with a thought provoking,

highly evocative professional House sample collection 500mb deep. As dance music evolves, there is an

increasing demand for artists to take their productions a step further, and push the boundaries to their

furthest reaches; experimenting and fusing styles together to create hybrid genres, and unique

combinations. Inside, you will find over 350 pristine 24-bit loops, all of which seamlessly integrate into 20

unique, pure liquid-form construction kits made with true analogue warmth, and high-end outboard studio

mastering articles for a distinguished, charismatic feel. If you are looking to get a feel for this sample

pack, have a listen to the audio demo; this showcases some of the grooves. This demo is only a small

taster of the content to be found inside, and as youve come to expect with all our releases, Indigo House

Grooves is completely royalty free and available in a wide variety of downloadable formats, these include

Wav, Acid Loops, Ableton Live Pack, Apple Loops, Akai MPC and many more. Artists & Producers of

Deep House, Tech House, Ambient House, Experimental, Techno, Trance & Electronica will find this

mature compilation extremely useful; this is a full song-writing package, bursting with inspirational

flourishes throughout. If you think outside the box, and enjoy something different, we are confident you

will find what you are looking for with Indigo House Grooves. This is the .wav edition. You can find this

release in a large number of other Special Formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack (140mb)

Acid Loops (256mb) Akai MPC (459mb) Apple Loops (256mb) FL Studio (256mb) Garageband (256mb)

and many, many more! primeloops.comSearches:ableton construction kits
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